[Isolation of adeno-associated virus type 4 from a culture of green monkey kidney cells].
In the process of biological control of uninfected green monkey kidney (GMK) cell cultures a thermostable hemagglutinating agent designated No. 5056 was isolated alongside with adenovirus-SV. By its antigenic properties the 5056 strain was identified as adeno-associated virus type 4 (AAV-4). In control of 574 specimens of GMK culture batches, 40 AAV-4 strains were isolated in the presence of a helper adenovirus. Some biological properties of the isolates and their resistance to certain physical and chemical treatments were studied. Two isolates of the satellite virus were examined in the electron microscope. A correlation between the rate of AAV-4 isolation from GMK cultures and the presence of complement-fixing antibody to AAV-4 in monkey sera was observed.